AIMIS1

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!

1S33
1S03
1S02

Diversity, from one mould: AIMIS1 is a comprehensive range of office
chairs which meets all workplace requirements. A suitable AIMIS1 can be
easily identified for every employee in every position. The modular design
concept ensures that the unmistakeable character of this range of chairs is
always retained. Each version of AIMIS1 offers lots of room and exudes solid
design and comfort. The design is well received and has gained widespread
acceptance. The choice of AIMIS1 is always the right one – however large
or diverse the property to be furnished.
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AIMIS1
RIGHT ON
TARGET.

1S26

1S32
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1S02

Those who sit comfortably, feel good – and those who feel good while working,
work better. AIMIS1 is therefore committed to comfortable seating. Its roomy and
comfortable upholstery is inviting and offers optimal comfort while seated. As soon
as you settle down in the chair, AIMIS1 creates an atmosphere of well-being in the
workplace. This applies to the different office swivel chairs and visitor chairs.
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MORE COMFORTABLE SITTING
MORE PLEASANT WORKING.

4S50

1S32
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SUPPORT
IN ABUNDANCE.
AIMIS1 offers plenty of space for an efficient workflow: Thanks to the
large backrest surface as well as spacious and soft comfortable upholstery,
you can enjoy a special seating experience and concentrate all of your
energy on your work. Choose from a wide range of cover fabrics and
colours to create the design which suits you and your furnishings best.

1S01
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It is good to be backed up at work. AIMIS1
is always ideally equipped for this: all of
the backrests are available with optional
lumbar support. Two different backrest
heights are also available – a lower one
and a high one. AIMIS1 therefore reduces
the pressure on the body, creates comfort
and forms the ideal basis for productive
working.

1S32

Coat hanger and headrest:
The optional headrest provides relaxation
while making phone calls or during informal
conversations. It can also be supplied with
a coat hanger, if required.
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VISITORS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
WITH AIMIS1.
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4S50

Visitors are also very welcome to enjoy the seating
comfort offered by AIM IS1. The upholstered visitor chair from AIMIS1 is available as a stackable
four-legged version or as a stackable or non-stack
able cantilever model – all optionally available
with stacking protection. The visitor chairs in the
BUDDY IS3 collection also fit perfectly with AIMIS1.
Thus there is the perfect chair to suit every guest.

5S50
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570B

Joint success requires transparency. The mesh backrest of AIMIS1 transforms this ideal work
concept into a design statement. This chair is characterised by its light and elegant design. The
mesh gives AIMIS1 a special light look and an uncomplicated, youthful appearance. This makes it
the ideal solution for modern, dynamic working teams. The AIMIS1 with mesh backrest is perfect
for combining with the mesh visitor chairs from the BUDDYIS3 range.
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CREATE
TRANSPARENCY.

1S23
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A GOOD
WORKING
ENVIRONMENT.
A breath of fresh air for new ideas. AIMIS1 pro
vides the ideal working environment with its mesh
backrest. The mesh is breathable and prevents heat
build-up. The mesh backrest also impresses in terms
of comfort and body support. It moulds to the body,
follows the contours and provides support. AIMIS1
proves: light design and comfort do not have to be
contradictory.

1S03
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1S03

AIMIS1 looks good in any room. It can be used to design attractive workplaces, without
the chair dominating the room. AIMIS1 blends seamlessly into any environment. This applies
particularly to the transparent mesh version.
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COLOUR
BRINGS PLEASURE.

New: The mesh backrest is available in several attractive colours.
This considerably extends the possible colour range.
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1S05
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BASE MESH

COMFORT UPHOLSTERY
Soft, ergonomic upholstery layer
SOFT-COVER UPHOLSTERY
Elastic reproduction of body contours

COVER FABRIC

CHILLBACK.
THE BEST OF
TWO WORLDS.
Something new is created when two strengths are combined. This also applies to AIMIS1 with its chillback backrest.
The advantages of upholstery and mesh are combined here.
The elastic multi-layer structure enables the chillback backrest
to follow the contours of the body as only a mesh can. At the
same time, the upholstery creates a pleasantly soft surface and
provides exceptional comfort when seated.
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SLENDER.
SPORTY.
BEAUTIFUL.
Elegance is the most beautiful form of efficiency.
The chillback backrest pairs comfort and an enjoyable seating experience with minimal upholstery
in volume terms. This backrest version emphasises
the light design of AIMIS1 and offers exceptional
upholstery characteristics. Both the low and high
version of the backrest offer plenty of space with a
sporty, filigree profile.

1S25
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1S35

AIMIS1 offers plenty of space. Both the low and high version
of the chillback backrest offer plenty of space and impress
with their filigree design. AIMIS1 offers an exceptional seating
experience thanks to this smart combination of light design and
comfortable features.

1S05
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570B

What could be better than offering visitors the best seat? The

As a cantilever chair, BUDDYIS3 is dynamic, beautiful in shape

visitor chairs from BUDDY

are extremely comfortable, visually

and classic without being conservative. Its slender lines create

appealing and blend perfectly into the environments where

uncomplicated elegance. In its four-legged version, BUDDYIS3 is

other seating solutions such as swivel chairs are present. And

perfect for use in training and seminar areas. Its light structure

even in the case of larger rooms which need to be equipped

and easy stackability are clear advantages for event logistics.

with lots of chairs, BUDDY IS3 is a true friend to fitters and

The cantilever chair can be stacked in fours and the four-legged

users alike. The visitor chairs work perfectly with the mesh

version in sixes.

IS3

and chillback versions of the AIM
20

IS1

swivel chair range.

THE VERY BEST
FOR GUESTS.

470B

550B
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1S31

4S50

UPHOLSTERY

1S03

470B

1S25

450B

MESH

CHILLBACK
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DROP BY!
VISITOR CHAIRS AT A GLANCE.

Work in the office is not restricted to the desk. AIMIS1 offers
5S50

a wide range of swivel chairs and visitor chairs to meet every
requirement. The AIMIS1 includes three different upholstered
visitor chairs available with and without armrests: a cantilever,
a stackable cantilever and a stackable four-legged model.

570B

The BUDDYIS3 range also offers four additional stackable visitor chairs and the design fits in with the mesh and chillback
versions from AIMIS1: a four-legged chair with mesh backrest,
a cantilever chair with mesh backrest and a four-legged chair
and cantilever chair with a slender chillback backrest. The visitor
chairs are also available with or without armrests.

550B
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GOOD SEATING
IS A MATTER OF POSTURE.
Wide opening angle: for extensive,
relaxed reclining.

Armrests: the optional adjustable armrests
are comfortable and relieve stress on the arms
and shoulders.
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2D T-armrests height- and

4D T-armrests height-, width- and

width-adjustable

depth-adjustable, rotatable

Lumbar support with upholstered backrest: the depth

Lumbar support with mesh and chillback: can be ad

can be regulated using a handwheel situated on the right

justed using two sliders at the base. The lumbar support

beneath the backrest. The height of the lumbar support

strengthens the back where support is needed most.

is automatically adjusted with the height adjustment of
the backrest.

Seat inclination adjustment: for quick and easy adjust-

Seat depth adjustment: ensures the right thigh support to

ment of the seat angle to suit the required working posture.

suit the height of the user.

Lowering of the seat at the front is particularly ergonomic.

Synchronous mechanism with weight regulation: the

State-of-the-art mechanism with autolift system: the

backrest counter-pressure of the synchronous mechanism

return motion of the synchronous mechanism with fine

can be adapted to the body weight in seven stages.

adjustment of the backrest counter-pressure automatically
adapts to body weight.
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1

ONE
FOR ALL.

2

3

1

The AIMIS1 system: with AIMIS1, you can put
together your "well-being" chair in just six simple steps. You decide on the version and height
of the backrest, the machanism, the base, the
castors and the type of armrest and the accessories. With its wide range of combinations,

1

AIMIS1 is the ideal solution.

2

T-Armrests
1 2D
2 4D
1

2

1, 2
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2

Accessories
1 Upholstered headrest for high back
2 Upholstered headrest for low back

6

3 Coat hanger for both backrest heights

5

4
3

Backrests
1 Low mesh
2 High mesh
3 Low chillback

Mechanism

4 High chillback

1 Autolift mechanism

5 Low upholstered

2 Synchronous mechanism

6 High upholstered

Bases
1 Black plastic
2 Polished aluminium

Castors
1 Hard double
2 Soft double
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WHY YOU CAN
MAKE THE CORRECT TARGETED DECISIONS
WITH AIMIS1.
ONE FOR ALL
The AIMIS1 product range is broad in design. The
wide range of versions make AIMIS1 suitable for all
workplace requirements. A broad selection of fabrics and colours also ensure that AIMIS1 fits perfectly into any environment in visual terms.

A SAFE DECISION
AIMIS1 makes the decision easy. The product range
has been well-received and the quality of the seating experience leaves nothing to be desired. The
wide range of versions available offer plenty of
freedom for planning. The 10 year guarantee –
even with gas springs – proves the high quality
production of AIMIS1.

AN IMPRESSIVE PRICEPERFORMANCE RATIO
AIMIS1 provides optimal comfort, developed seating
technology, best quality 'Made in Germany' and top
class design, all at a very attractive price.

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!

1S13
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OUR INFORMATION
FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND.
Warranty
(10 years)

Whether for tenders, planning procedures or
workplace concepts: we would be happy to provide you with all the facts on AIMIS1. See what
AIMIS1 has to offer in black and white. Scan the

Tested safety

QR code and find all the information you need
at a glance to download at interstuhl.com/aim/
productinformation
Ergonomics approved
(Swivel chairs)

SPECIFICATIONS
Whether the dimensions, weight, materials or benefits: The specifications contain an overview of all
the information you need.

Quality Office

CERTIFICATIONS
The quality of AIMIS1 can be proven. We have compiled an overview of all the certificates and test
results for you.

Quality produced for the
environment

ENVIRONMENTAL FACT SHEET
As with every Interstuhl product, we have also compiled a detailed environmental fact sheet for AIMIS1 to

Tested for emissions
and contaminants

document its environmental performance evaluation.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
A good chair needs to be used properly. The oper-

The Blue Angel

ating instructions provide a step-by-step description of all the functions of AIMIS1. Of course, the
operating instructions for each product are also
available in printed form.
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AIMIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Note: Pictures of swivel chairs show autolift version.

Swivel chair,
upholstered,
low

Swivel chair,
upholstered,
high

Swivel chair,
Mesh,
low

Swivel chair,
Mesh,
high

Swivel chairs:

Autolift mechanism:

1S01

1S21

1S03

1S23

Autolift mechanism with headrest

1S11

1S31

1S13

1S33

Synchronous mechanism:

1S02

1S22

1S04

1S24

Synchronous mechanism with headrest:

1S12

1S32

1S14

1S34

Autolift mechanism design / Autolift mechanism with headrest

1220 / 1315

1290 / 1385

1230 / 1400

1300 / 1470

Synchronous mechanism design / synchronous mechanism with headrest

1225 / 1320

1295 / 1390

1240 / 1410

1310 / 1480

Swivel chairs:

Total height in mm:

Colour scheme black plastic components
Base, black plastic / aluminium polished

/

/

/

/

Frame steel tubing, black / chrome

-

-

-

-

Stacking protection

-

-

-

-

Seat depth adjustment
Seat depth and seat inclination adjustment, adjustable lumbar support
Coat hanger, black plastic
2D T-armrests, height and width adjustable, soft
4D T-armrests, height-, width- and depth-adjustable, rotatable, soft
Double castors, hard / soft

standard

option

/
-

Glides, hard / soft
- not available

Coat hanger and headrest:

AIMIS1 leaves your mind free for your work. The optional headrest provides support, relieves stress from the head when in
a reclined position and ensures relaxation when making telephone calls or holding informal talks. If required, the headrest
can also be fitted with coat hanger for jackets or bags.

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!
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/
-

/
-

/
-

Swivel chair,
Chillback,
low

Swivel chair,
Chillback,
high

1S05

1S25

1S15

1S35

1S06

1S26

1S16

1S36

1235 / 1400

1305 / 1470

1240 / 1410

1310 / 1480

/

/

-

-

-

-

/

Four-leg,
stackable,
with armrests

Cantilever,
stackable

Cantilever,
stackable,
with armrests

Cantilever

Cantilever,
with armrests

4S00

4S50

5S00

5S50

5S10

5S60

890

890

905

905

905

905

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

-

Four-leg,
stackable

-

/

/

/

/

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-  /

-  /

-  /

-  /

-

/

/

Sustainability:

Product design:

Environmentally friendly production and ecologically sound products are

The renowned design studio ID AID from Stutt-

trademarks of Interstuhl. Both aspects have been meticulously taken

gart is responsible for the design of AIMIS1. All

into account in the development of AIM . Interstuhl's environmental

technical and aesthetic aspects of development

management meets the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Total Quality

must be taken into account with such a compre-

Management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001

hensive range of office swivel chairs. Designer

since 1993.

and founder Sven von Boetticher sees the AIMIS1

Up to 98% recyclable materials are used during the continuously

range as a good example of the successful inter

environmentally-friendly production process, including a high propor-

play of form and function. The design of the

tion of natural materials. AIMIS1 has a post-consumer recycled content

entire product range meets high standards of

of 26.9% and a pre-consumer recycled content of 10.6%. It is for good

functionality, economics and aesthetics which

reason that the product range has been awarded the “Blue Angel”, and

dominate in modern business and also take ac-

that Interstuhl was one of the first companies in the industry to receive

count of the requirements of employees and the

EMAS certification in 1995.

company.

IS1

Sven von Boetticher
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about AIM IS1 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/aim
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